
Oligopoly



Lesson Objectives

• By the end of the lesson you will:

• Be able to define ‘oligopoly’ and describe its 
features

• Understand game theory and its relevance to 
oligopoly

• Have considered the impact of oligopoly on 
producers and consumers



Oligopoly

• “Competition between the few”
– May be a large number of firms in the industry but the 

industry is dominated by a small number of very large 
producers

• Concentration Ratio – the proportion of total market 
sales (share) held by the top 3,4,5, etc firms:
– A 4 firm concentration ratio of 75% means the top 4 firms 

account for 75% of all the sales in the industry



Concentration Ratio

• Calculate the concentration ratio of the Music 
Industry



Energy Market

http://youtu.be/W2Dw97XnwiE

http://youtu.be/W2Dw97XnwiE


Features of Oligopoly
 Price may be relatively _________across the industry

 Potential for ___________

 Behaviour of firms affected by what they believe their rivals 
might do – _______________of firms

 Goods could be _________or highly _____________

 __________and brand loyalty may be a potent source of 
competitive advantage

 __________ competition may be prevalent

 Game theory can be used to explain some behaviour

 AC curve may be saucer shaped – minimum efficient scale could 
occur over large range of output

 _______barriers to entry



Features of Oligopoly
 Price may be relatively stable across the industry –

kinked demand curve?

 Potential for collusion

 Behaviour of firms affected by what they believe their rivals 
might do – interdependence of firms

 Goods could be homogenous or highly differentiated

 Branding and brand loyalty may be a potent source of 
competitive advantage

 Non-price competition may be prevalent

 Game theory can be used to explain some behaviour

 AC curve may be saucer shaped – minimum efficient scale 
could occur over large range of output

 High barriers to entry



Examples of Oligopoly

• Market Shares of chocolate producers

• Prices of Cars

• Discuss: Why do prices tend to be ‘stable’ in 
oligopolistic markets? 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/interactive/2010/jan/20/cadbury-kraft-nestle-mars-ferrero
http://www.whatcar.com/car-reviews/search?dimensionIds=368&dimensionIds=307&page=1&pageCount=10&orderBy=None&orderDirection=Ascending


Game Theory

• Fundamental to behaviour of firms under 
oligopoly is uncertainty and interdependence

• http://bleacherreport.com/articles/74831-
barbados-vs-grenada-in-94-the-most-bizarre-
match-ever

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/74831-barbados-vs-grenada-in-94-the-most-bizarre-match-ever


Lesson Objectives

• By the end of the lesson you will:

• Be able to define ‘oligopoly’ and describe its 
features

• Understand game theory and its relevance to 
oligopoly

• Have considered the impact of oligopoly on 
producers and consumers



Oligopoly: Kinked Demand Curve
The kinked demand curve - an explanation for price stability?

Price

Quantity

D = elastic

D = Inelastic

£5

100

Kinked D Curve

The principle of the 
kinked demand 
curve rests on the 
principle that:

a. If a firm raises its 
price, its rivals will 
not follow suit

b. If a firm lowers its 
price, its rivals will 
all do the same

Assume the firm is charging a 
price of £5 and producing an 
output of 100.

If it chose to raise price above 
£5, its rivals would not follow 
suit and the firm effectively 
faces an elastic demand curve 
for its product (consumers 
would buy from the cheaper 
rivals). The % change in 
demand would be greater than 
the % change in price and TR 
would fall.

Total Revenue A

Total 
Revenue B

If the firm seeks to lower its 
price to gain a competitive 
advantage, its rivals will follow 
suit. Any gains it makes will 
quickly be lost and the % 
change in demand will be 
smaller than the % reduction in 
price – total revenue would 
again fall as the firm now faces 
a relatively inelastic demand 
curve.

Total Revenue B

Total Revenue A

The firm therefore, effectively 
faces a ‘kinked demand curve’ 
forcing it to maintain a stable or 
rigid pricing structure. 
Oligopolistic firms may 
overcome this by engaging in 
non-price competition.







Critical Evaluation of Theory

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-
15184611

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-15184611


Duopoly
• Market structure where the industry is dominated 

by two large producers
– Collusion may be a possible feature

– Price leadership by the larger of the two firms may 
exist – the smaller firm follows the price lead 
of the larger one

– Highly interdependent

– High barriers to entry

– In reality, local duopolies may exist


